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Spatio-Temporal Image Correlation Spectroscopy and Super-Resolution Microscopy to Quantify Molecular Dynamics in T cells
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Abstract

Many cellular processes are regulated by the spatio-temporal organisation of signalling complexes, cytoskeletal components and membranes. One such example is at the T cell immunological synapse where the retrograde flow of cortical filamentous (F)-actin from the synapse periphery drives signalling protein microclusters towards the synapse centre. The density of this mesh however, makes visualisation and analysis of individual actin fibres difficult due to the resolution limit of conventional microscopy. Recently, super-resolution methods such as structured illumination microscopy (SIM) have surpassed this resolution limit. Here, we apply SIM to better visualise the dense cortical actin meshwork in T cell synapses formed against activating, antibody-coated surfaces and image under total-internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) illumination. To analyse the observed molecular flows, and the relationship between them, we apply spatio-temporal image correlation spectroscopy (STICS) and its cross-correlation variant (STICCS). We show that the dynamic cortical actin mesh can be visualised with unprecedented detail and that STICS/STICCS can output accurate, quantitative maps of molecular flow velocity and directionality from such data. We find that the actin flow can be disrupted using small molecule inhibitors of actin polymerisation. This combination of imaging and quantitative analysis may
provide an important new tool for researchers to investigate the molecular dynamics at cellular length scales. Here we demonstrate the retrograde flow of F-actin which may be important for the clustering and dynamics of key signalling proteins within the plasma membrane, a phenomenon which is vital to correct T cell activation and therefore the mounting of an effective immune response.
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Introduction

In many biological systems the key molecular species and interactions are well known. Many signalling proteins, for example, appear in a number of different signalling pathways. The question then arises as to how the cell regulates such signalling pathways and avoids potential cross-talk. In many systems, the answer seems to be via the complex spatio-temporal organisation of signalling molecules. Many proteins have well-defined organisation on spatial scales from nanometres to microns and on temporal scales from microseconds to minutes. Because of this, quantifying the spatial organisation of a protein and how that changes over time is a frequent goal in the biological sciences (1).

A classic example of this organisation is in T cells. In order to interrogate target cells for signs of infection, they form a highly-regulated signalling interface called the T cell immunological synapse (2, 3). Here, signalling proteins form microclusters containing tens of proteins and existing on the length scale of 10-100 nm. Such proteins include the T cell receptor (TCR) itself, kinases such as zeta-associated protein of 70 kDa (ZAP-70) and adaptor proteins such as linker for activation of T cells (LAT) (4). Actin forms a dense cortical meshwork at the periphery of the synapse which reduces in density towards the synapse centre; recent work using 3D-super resolution microscopy has demonstrated this meshwork exhibits a mean gap size of 200 nm (5). This research also demonstrates the difficulty in resolving individual fibres and gap sizes in the synapse periphery, which are frequently too dense to extract opening sizes or track fibres for flow speeds.
Previous research has quantified the temporal dynamics of this dense actin network, which is known to flow towards the synapse centre, using kymograph analysis (6, 7). Protein microclusters at the membrane also flow towards the synapse centre, where it is thought signalling is terminated. There is therefore a complex interplay of different forms of biophysically-driven protein spatio-temporal organisation regulating T cell signalling. However these previous methods are mostly limited to 1D quantification through time and rely on manually selecting subpopulations for tracking of user-defined structures to extract dynamic information.

One of the most common methods to study protein spatio-temporal organisation is fluorescence microscopy which offers molecular specificity and when optimised can be minimally invasive. For live cell imaging this optimisation takes the form of minimising the excitation laser power, by imaging a bright sample through fluorescent probe density or expression, while also generating conditions which reduce physiological stress such as protein overexpression. However, despite its advantages, fluorescence imaging has, until recently, remained limited in resolution by the diffraction of light. This means that the closest two objects can be is of the order of 200 nm. Since much spatial organisation exists on the scale of nanometres, this can make conventional fluorescence microscopy unsuitable. New fluorescence imaging methods that are capable of breaking the diffraction limit (so called ‘super-resolution’ techniques) include single-molecule localisation microscopy (SMLM) (8, 9), stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED) (10) and structured illumination microscopy (SIM) (11). While SMLM is traditionally thought of as a slow acquisition, fixed-cell techniques, STED and SIM are capable of rapid imaging and therefore resolving molecular dynamics.

A number of statistical methods exist to analyse microscope image time-series and extract quantitative information on molecular dynamics such as diffusion and flow. These include algorithms such as particle tracking and dynamic masks which work well when individual objects, such as vesicles for example, can be identified in the image data. However, if there is no specific object or structure, fluorescence correlation approaches are frequently used.
Here, we will review one such method – spatio-temporal image correlation spectroscopy and its variants, and see how it can be applied to live-cell imaging data acquired by SIM.

**Spatio-temporal image correlation spectroscopy**

In general, correlation approaches determine how quickly a signal is varying over space or time. Probably the most common implementation is fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) in which the time trace of detected fluorescence intensities is recorded over time from a stationary illumination spot, as molecules diffuse in and out of the volume (12). By performing an autocorrelation on the time-traces, it can be determined how long a fluorescent molecule spent in the illumination volume. This then gives the diffusion coefficient at a high temporal resolution but there is no spatial information and all data on the direction of molecular movement is lost. There are several extensions, notably scanning FCS where time-traces are recorded along a series of point positions (13). Originally an extension of scanning-FCS, image correlation spectroscopy (ICS) extended the power of using correlations spatially to both x and y dimensions simultaneously (14, 15). As whole sample fluorescence is observed simultaneously via a camera, it is suitable for both slower or quasi-static populations as well as sparse or densely packed molecules. Imaging data for ICS does however exhibit reduced temporal resolutions (0.1-10Hz), therefore ICS and its spatiotemporal variants are all based on correlating the fluctuations in fluorescence of individual pixels recorded through time and/or space. Both auto- and cross-correlations are required to extract this information.

As ICS methods sample the spatial dimension, analysis can also extract the immobile fluorescent populations, allowing them to be quantified or filtered out compared to classical FCS, with its exclusive time-domain.

During data acquisition, fluorescent signal is spread due to the diffraction of light through the microscope system. This spreading of emitted light is known as the point spread function (PSF) of the fluorophore and follows an approximately Gaussian distribution. As the goal of ICS is to correlate spatial measurements, it is vital to image the sample with a pixel size that is smaller than the diameter of the
PSF distribution. This will allow correlations to occur between neighbouring pixels and therefore improve the robustness of the correlation function.

After image acquisition, spatial ICS autocorrelates the data - that is each image is correlated with itself but with varying spatial shifts in x and y. This leads to the generation of a correlation function which represents the mathematical correlation of the image with itself (Figure 1a). An alternative correlative method akin to FCS is temporal ICS, where the same regions of an image (pixels) are autocorrelated through time (Figure 1b). The decay of the associated plot gives information on diffusion coefficients, flow speeds and immobile populations.

ICS quantifies intensity fluctuations ($\delta i$), defined as the difference in pixel intensity through time and space against the mean:

$$\delta i(x, y, t) = i(x, y, t) - [i]$$

Where $\delta i$ signifies the difference between pixel intensity at a single point in space and time versus the mean intensity and $[i]$ the average. This mean can define the spatial mean of a region of interest (x, y) or the temporal mean for a single pixel through time (t).
A limitation of FCS and ICS is their insensitivity to flow direction. However, combining spatial and temporal correlation techniques led to the development of spatiotemporal ICS (STICS) (16). The location of the correlation function peak within the correlative region gives information on both flowing and diffusive populations, where the flowing peaks location describes flow velocity.

\[ G_{STICS}(\xi, \eta, \tau) = \left( \delta i[x, y, t] \delta i[x + \xi, y + \eta, t + \tau] \right) \text{t} / [i_t[i]_{t+\tau}] \]

Where \( \xi \) and \( \eta \) are the spatial shifts and \( \tau \) the temporal lags. Denominator square brackets represent the mean intensities.

Spatial correlation at zero time lag (\( \xi, \eta, 0 \)) plots a correlation function centred at the origin (Figure 2a), as \( \tau \) increases and fluorescent populations diffuse (Figure 2b) or flow (Figure 2c), the peak will change shape and position from the centre. Diffusive populations can be separated from flowing signal as this peak stays central but increases in width (dependent on diffusion) as correlation occurs in all directions. These diffusive and static populations can be filtered out using techniques described in the next section.

- **Figure 2 Correlation function generation.** Upon correlation analysis, the output function generates different distributions, a) for spatial correlations at zero time lags (\( \tau = 0 \)) a function is centred at the origin, as \( \tau \) increases (\( \tau = n(d) \)) diffusive fluorescence will generate a wider Gaussian distribution (b), while populations that exhibit a net flow (c), the correlation function peak will change shape and position from the centre.

Net flow is detected as a Gaussian peak moving from the correlation function origin towards the periphery, where the height of the peak gives information on the density of the molecules while the distance and position relative to the origin signifies flow speed and directionality. This information on subregion flow speed
and directionality can then be represented with a vector map, where colour represents flow speed and orientation flow direction (Figure 3).

![Vector map](image)

**Figure 3** Vector output representing flow dynamics. Subregion flow speed and directionality are represented as a vector map, where colour represents flow speed and orientation flow direction.

The magnitude of fluorescent fluctuation is inversely related to the number of detected emitters within the subregion; as such a concentration ceiling is set above which ICS techniques will break down. For cellular imaging where expression levels are relatively low (1-10 particles per beam focal area) this falls well below the ≈ 100 particle ceiling. Additionally, sample signal must also be balanced against signal to noise, where sample derived signal is required to be high enough for the ICS technique to reject spurious signal from the background.

ICS techniques provide advantages over other tracking and correlation methods but researchers must balance these against their limitations, outlined here. Correlation is assumed to take place in a 2D planar system, where flowing molecules make up at least 10% of the overall fluorescent population. Additionally, any immobile and diffusive objects that are present can obscure the flowing populations, as such ICS methods do require longer acquisitions and ideally higher signal fluctuations per subregion compared to traditional, point FCS. This represents a trade-off between correlating high numbers of fluctuations for a strong correlation function or sampling at faster rates to improve the temporal resolution. To ensure multiple emitters are correlated through multiple frames the dwell time between frames needs to be minimised.
Further, signal from the sample is assumed to originate from fluorophore dynamics, not photophysics or sample bleaching. Any ‘blinking’ from emitters or excessive bleaching can cause the correlation function to break down and increase spurious vector formation, which can be filtered out but at a loss of the sub-region during final quantification.

ICS techniques have been applied to fluorescent microscopy data from widefield using the total internal reflective fluorescence (TIRF) modality (17) and multi-photon/confocal systems (16). Each technique provides advantages depending on the sample being imaged; for faster biological processes widefield imaging provides continuous, whole sample illumination with each pixel reporting on fluorescent fluctuations simultaneously. Using TIRF ensures only emitters within the 100 nm evanescent wave from the coverslip-sample interface are excited, creating optical sectioning conditions and reducing photobleaching, aiding correlation function robustness. This does however limit the technique to imaging fluorophores residing within the depth of the evanescent wave.

Confocal and multi-photon imaging utilise a raster scanning approach to illuminate the sample with a focused beam of light. While these techniques can be slower to record larger regions of interest than widefield or TIRF illumination the focal point can be moved to anywhere within the sample, giving the researcher more flexibility. Additionally, the scanning technique can be employed to image subsections within the sample, leaving the rest of the specimen relatively unaffected. Whichever technique is used it is important to maintain optical sectioning, to reduce out of focus signal and obey the assumptions of the ICS software.

Recently Wavelet Imaging on Multiple Scales (WIMS) has been introduced(18), which are suited to multiple scaled events, such as simultaneously sampling cellular and molecular dynamics. This is an extension from correlation functions generated from Fourier transforms as with STICS, as it is capable of distinguishing between non-linear, complex systems. Additionally, when signal changes abruptly such as (for example, in fluorescent images) at the sample edge, Fourier analysis can break down, as the sine waves used do not localise in time or space. As
wavelets exist for a finite duration (unlike sine waves in Fourier transforms which oscillate infinitely), they can be used to localise discrete fluctuations.

Due to the discrete nature of the wavelets this analysis technique could also be used to extract multi-channel information occurring on different time scales, unlike STICS, this will allow clarification of whether dynamics are occurring within or outside specific regions of interest, such as structures including integrins.

Structured illumination Microscopy for use with STICS – Imaging considerations

TIRF-SIM offers considerable advantages over conventional TIRF imaging for generating data for analysis by autocorrelation approaches. Not least STICS assumes the sample is 2D, so imaging with TIRF conditions improves analysis validity. However, some considerations when imaging live biological samples using SIM for STICS analysis should be highlighted.

Good signal-to-noise is crucial for multiple reasons(19). Firstly, SIM reconstruction works optimally for structured signal; as such, images with less contrast can lead to reconstruction artefacts. This is also true for datasets where individual fluorophores translate between intensity maxima of the raw SIM data, leading to blurring and more diffusive signal during reconstruction. Depending on the speed of the dynamics being imaged, this will require minimising frame integration times so molecules are not lost out of the region of interest (ROI) before forming a correlation function. Slower sampling to collect enough information for image formation can therefore lead to artefacts in both the reconstructed data and correlation outputs.

As such, optimising both temporal and spatial resolutions depend on imaging a bright sample; if signal improvements from dimmer samples cannot be practically achieved by increasing the frame acquisition times, laser powers may need to be increased. For imaging live samples for prolonged time courses this requires careful considerations as phototoxicity can become an issue. The use of fluorophores with improved brightness can therefore reduce the requirements of longer frame acquisition times or sample perturbation from higher laser powers.
through phototoxic effects. Datasets must also be long enough to allow any static or diffusive populations (manifested as a central peak of the correlation function) to be effectively separated from any flowing signal.

It should be noted, TIRF illumination has a substantial benefit when considering the above factors, through optical sectioning this modality can simultaneously improve signal-to-noise, reduce sample phototoxicity and improve photobleaching. As imaging with SIM requires the collection of 9 raw frames per reconstructed image, minimising photobleaching between acquisitions will lead to improved reconstructions and therefore correlation functions. Correlating greater spatial signal fluctuations per analysed subregion traditionally required increasing the correlation subregion size; however, this leads to a reduction in the spatial resolution of the output vector map. By instead reducing the pixel size, this limitation is circumvented. This allows researchers to retain or reduce subregion size, without reducing the strength of the correlation function, providing a greater amount of flow information per image, giving the potential to visualise sub-diffraction structures.

Finally, it is important to monitor specimen health, and maintain samples as close and consistently to culture conditions as possible. For this any media or solutions used for washing steps should be equilibrated to culturing temperatures, and for prolonged imaging schedules the microscope should be fitted with an environmental chamber to regulate heat and humidity. It is also good practice to handle cells as gently as possible before imaging, as any physiological or mechanical stress such as vigorous pipetting may lead to spurious results.

**Use of STICS software to analyse SIM data – analysis considerations**

After image acquisition the data can be analysed using an ICS software package. Here the STICS algorithm is described (16). Once the image is opened within the STICS software parameters can be optimised depending on the dataset. This section specifically deals with analysing TIRF-SIM data sets (20).

For samples with large amounts of immobile signal a filter based either on Fourier filtering of the zero-frequency components through time, or a sliding window subtraction (of adjustable length) of signal that remains static from each frame
should be used. Filtering removes the central peak of the correlation function associated with immobile populations, enabling more efficient mapping of flowing signal, by using the Fourier filter flow was quantified even when immobile signal reached 90% of the total. Another factor to consider is the subregion size and frame acquisition time, which when optimised can reduce spurious vector calculation and correlation artefacts. For subregion size, correlations can break down when imaging large structures or noisy data. As the STICS programme relies on correlating fluorescent fluctuations within each subregion, where the number of fluctuations inversely scales to the correlation function amplitude, it is important to increase these where possible and SIM data, with much smaller pixels is extremely effective for this purpose. Classically, this results in increasing the size of the subregion, thereby increasing the number of fluctuations per frame. Recently however, the combined use of super-resolution and image correlation approaches have provided enhanced correlation function generation through improved signal contrast. Both structured illumination and photoactivation localisation microscopy data has been analysed with STICS (21-23), which improves quantification due to smaller pixel sizes, this can reducing the ensemble effect of having excessive emitters within each subregions.

Regarding acquisition time, the number of frames needed is not as straightforward to determine with absolute precision. As an example, if the software detects 20 fluorescent proteins, all flowing in the same direction, fewer frames are required to generate a correlation function, however with fewer fluorophores, exhibiting less homogeneous flow the number of frames needed will increase. As such exact frame number and subregion size applied to the data will depend on the nature of the sample and the molecular events being imaged.

To ensure only valid fluctuations are correlated, outlier criteria are set – the beam radius thresholds out structures larger than the PSF of the microscope. When global image noise levels are similar to the height of the local correlation function these subregions are aborted using the correlation local maximum function. Additionally, when vector orientation deviates greatly from neighbouring vectors, these are also aborted through the vector mismatch threshold.
Example data – Actin flow at the T cell immunological synapse

To illustrate the use of structured illumination microscopy coupled with STICS analysis, we have analysed the retrograde flow of actin at the T cell immunological synapse. Jurkat T cells were transfected with LifeAct-GFP 24h prior to imaging via electroporation. Synapses were formed against glass coverslips coated with antibodies against the T cell receptor complex (cluster of differentiation 3 (CD3) and the co-stimulatory protein CD28 to induce activation (Figure 4).

Synapse forming T cells were imaged using a Nikon N-SIM microscope with TIRF illumination using 488 nm laser illumination set to 0.2 mW at the back focal plane. To maintain cell health during imaging cells were imaged within a heated chamber (Tokai Hit, Japan) fitted with a humidifier system and set to 37 °C. Images were acquired at 1 reconstructed frame per second with image stacks recorded for 1 minute.

Reconstruction took place within the NIS Elements Analyze software (v4.2, Nikon, Japan), achieving a pixel size of 30 nm and an image size of 1024 × 1024. The illumination pattern contrast (illumination modulation contrast, IMC) -which distinguishes stripes from the structured illumination pattern- and high resolution noise suppression (HRNS) –which crops out high resolution noise associated with SiM reconstruction- were both set to the default of 1. For the value of 1 this led to most of the higher frequency information remaining in the final image, for improved resolution.

After capturing F-actin dynamics using the N-SIM system (Figure 4a), STICS analysis confirmed the retrograde nature of the fluorescent signal through vector map outputs (Figure 4b), where red-shifted vectors demonstrate faster flow. Figure 4c demonstrates a montage of the reconstructed data where retrograde flow can be visualised by eye.
Figure 4 Actin dynamics imaged using TIRF-SIM and analysed with STICS. a) F-actin in Jurkat T cell forming an immunological synapse is labelled by LifeAct-GFP, after STICS analysis, vector maps (b) are generated from selected ROI’s in the distal region of cell synapse. An 8 frame montage is shown in c), running from top left to bottom right with increments of 5 frames. Scale bars = 5 µm.

To further interrogate the T cell synapse, and in line with previous work (6, 24) actin-modulating drugs were added to quantify any changes in flow speed and directionality after perturbation. Following actin fibre disruption by the small molecule drug cytochalasin-D (2µM, Figure 5a), flow speeds (0.99 ± 0.27 µm/min) were significantly reduced (p < 0.001) compared to controls (1.63 ± 0.46 µm/min). Additionally, actin retrograde flow (mean vector angle of 40.8 ± 23.35 °) was significantly disrupted (p = 0.01) compared to controls (63.7 ± 21.0 °).

Interestingly, T cells treated with the fibre stabilising drug jasplakinolide (2µM) did not exhibit significant changes to flow speed (2.07 ± 1.06 µm/min p = 0.06), but actin retrograde flow was significantly disrupted (61.1 ± 27.5 ° p < 0.01). These results are however, dose dependent – as demonstrated with results from previous studies showing actin flow reduced upon 1 µM jasplakinolide.
treatment(6) and in combination with myosin II inhibition with blebbistatin, in migrating keratocytes(25).

Figure 5 Actin dynamics after drug perturbation. T cells expressing LifeAct-GFP were treated with cytochalasin-D were imaged (a, top) and fluorescent signal quantified using STICS analysis (a, bottom), or treated with jasplakinolide (b). Flow dynamics could then be quantified compared to control data (c), here flow speeds and direction versus synapse centre are shown. Scale bars = 5 µm.

Together these results show that STICS analysis following TIRF-SIM data acquisition can capture the molecular dynamics of actin at the T cell synapse.

Conclusion

Image correlation approaches such as STICS, are methods for extracting quantitative information on molecular dynamics from time-series of fluorescence microscopy data. This includes the determination of diffusion coefficients, flow velocities and flow directionality.

To improve the robustness of the generated correlation function requires the capturing of a greater number of fluorescent fluctuations; this has classically been achieved through increasing the correlated area at a cost to spatial resolution of
the analysed area. Here the combination of STICS and TIRF-SIM is demonstrated for the quantification of molecular scale dynamics within the context of the T cell synapse. By improving the resolution of the input images by a reduced pixel size more information per region of interest can be correlated, leading to robust correlative analysis within smaller regions of interest.

These results confirm F-actin polymerisation drives the dynamics of the retrograde flow seen during synapse formation and maintenance. Upon perturbation by small molecule drugs this flow speed is disrupted, leading to modulations in speed. Importantly, the additional information extracted from STICS analysis showed directionality is also disrupted. Modulating actin polymerisation reduced the retrograde nature of the flow within the dSMAC.

The combination of TIRF-SIM and STICS techniques could be applied to any biological sample exhibiting molecular flow and residing within the 200 nm evanescent wave of the coverslip-specimen interface. This could include investigating the nanoscale dynamics of cells undergoing migration or division or dynamics of labelling proteins or lipids residing close to or within the plasma membrane. The interplay between the actin cortex, the plasma membrane and membrane residing proteins is increasingly being investigated, as has been shown recently using both two-channel TIRF-SIM STICCS in T cells and single particle tracking in neurons respectively (22, 26).

Highlights

- Molecular-scale dynamics are important modulators of signalling pathways and processes
- Image correlation spectroscopy (ICS) permits the analysis of 2D images through time
- Combining ICS with structured illumination increases correlation robustness
These techniques confirm the retrograde nature of F-actin within the T cell synapse

Quantification of super-resolution data will be key for future use of these tools
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